Seminar on the Coordination Group’s contribution to the Development of South-East Asia and Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation

Tuesday, 17 May 2016
1:30 to 3:30 P.M.
(Cendrawasih Hall #1)
On the sideline of 41st Annual meeting of the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) a Joint Coordination Group Seminar is organized. The Seminar is held on this critical juncture, as development landscape is fast changing, demand for enhancing development cooperation is increasing, and non-traditional sources of financing such as philanthropy and private sector are playing increasing role in development. Development community is also grappling with landmark Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Climate Change Agenda adopted in 2015. The 2nd high level meeting of the Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation (GPEDC) will be held in November 2016 in Nairobi, Kenya to further enhance development cooperation.

**Objectives**

The Seminar will deliberate on various aspects for the implementation of the ambitious SDGs and the Climate Change Agenda. More specifically, it will cover the following four critical themes:

- The Coordination Group’s contribution to development across the world, especially in the South and South-East Asia region
- The needs and priorities of the partner countries to further enhance development cooperation for implementation of SDGs
- The role of the Global Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation (GPEDC) in enhancing development cooperation
- The role GPEDC and Coordination Group can play to effectively realize the SDGs

**Speakers**

The Seminar will be addressed by the President of IsDB, the Minister of Finance of Indonesia, the Deputy Minister National Planning of Indonesia, Deputy

---

1 “Coordination Group” is an alliance of closely related 10 Institutions comprising Arab National and regional development institutions, and the Islamic Development Bank Group and the OPEC Fund for International Development. The Arab National Institutions are Abu Dhabi Fund for Development, the Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa, the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development, the Arab Gulf Program for Development, the Arab Monetary Fund, the Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development, the Qatar Development Fund, the Saudi Fund for Development, and their affiliates.
Secretary General, Ministry of Finance of Malaysia, and the Senior Secretary of Economic Relations Division, Ministry of Finance, Bangladesh.

Representatives of the Co-Chairs of the GPEDC from the Netherlands will present the progress made on the international development effectiveness agenda and the objectives of the forthcoming 2\textsuperscript{nd} High-Level Meeting of the GPEDC.

Deputy Secretary General, Ministry of Finance, Malaysia will highlight role of Private sector in the development in general and more specifically in the implementing of the SDGs.

The OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID) will provide its perspective on how the Coordination Group is enhancing development effectiveness to support the implementation of SDGs in developing countries.

Two successful projects financed by the Coordination Group in Indonesia and Turkey, will be presented by the beneficiary countries.

**Expected Outcome/Impact**

The Seminar will be attended by development policy makers from 56 member countries of IsDB and international development financing community. It provides an opportunity to better understand the development needs of partner countries and strengthen collaboration between providers of development financing. Greater cooperation will help to address development challenges facing developing countries. The Seminar provides an opportunity to International development financing community to get familiar with the needs and priorities of partner countries for implementation of SDGs. In order to scale-up much needed financing use of both traditional and non-traditional means of financing needs to be explored. The Seminar will contribute in enhancing quality and effectiveness of development financing based on the cooperation principles agreed in Busan and Mexico. The Seminar will also attract member countries to scale-up and replicate successful projects implemented by the Coordination Groups.
Program

01:30 – 01:35 PM: Recitation of the Holy Quran:

01:35– 02:00 PM: Session 1: Inaugural

1. Dr. Ahmad Mohamed Ali, President, IsDB Group (Welcome Remarks)
2. H.E Mr. Bambang Brodjonegoro, Minister of Finance, Government of Indonesia (Welcome Remarks by the Chief Guest)
3. Mr. Rob Swartbol, Ambassador of Netherlands in Indonesia (Representing Co-chair of GPEDC from the Netherlands); (Key Note Address on Contribution of GPEDC in enhancing development effectiveness and role GPEDC can play in realizing SDGs)

02:00-02:50 PM: Session-2: Role of the Coordination Group (CG) in South-East Asia and Country Perspectives

1. CG Role in the Development of South-East Asia
   a) Short Video (Development Model of CG and its role in supporting SDGs)
   b) Role of the CG in the Development of Asia, by - Mohammad Jamal Alsaati, Director, Country Programs Department, IsDB

2. Country perspective on implementation of the SDGs:
   a) Indonesia: H.E MS. Ibu Endah, Deputy Minister of Environment and National Resources, Ministry of National Development Planning, Indonesia
   b) Bangladesh: Mr. Mohammad Mejbahuddin, Senior Secretary, the Economic Relations Division, Ministry of Finance, Bangladesh

3. Success Stories of two Projects financed by the CG in the Region:
   - Community Driven Development (CDD) Project in Indonesia
     c) Short Video on CDD Project in Indonesia
     d) Presentation on Community Driven Development(CDD) Project in Indonesia by - Engineer Didiet A Akhdiat, Head of the Project Management Unit (PMU), CDD, Indonesia

A - Renewable Energy Program in Turkey:
   a) Short Video on Renewable Energy Program in Turkey
   b) Presentation on Renewable Energy Program in Turkey by- Mr. Burak Akguc, Executive Vice President, Industrial Development Bank of Turkey (TSKB)
02:55-03:25: Session-3: Facilitating the implementation of the SDGs

1. Short Video on the GPEDC
2. Private sector contribution in the development of Malaysia and the role it can play in implementing the SDGs- by
   - Madam Dato Siti Zauyah, Deputy Secretary General, Ministry of Finance, Malaysia
3. The Coordination Group role in Implementation of the Post 2015 Development Agenda- by
   - Mr. Fuad Albassam, Assistant Director General, Public Operations, the OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID)

03:25-3:30: Closing Session

1. Question and Answers
2. Concluding Remarks by
   Dr. Mansur Muhtar, Vice President (Operations), Islamic Development Bank.

Note: CG stands for Coordination Group